Chevy dual tank problems

Discussion in ' ' started by Guam52 , Jul 1, Log in or Sign up. Classic Parts Talk. Gas tank
problem on with two tanks Discussion in ' ' started by Guam52 , Jul 1, Joined: Mar 18,
Messages: 7 Location: Virginia. I have a short bed GMC half ton 4x4. The passanger side tank
works fine. As soon as I switch over to the drivers side tank the truck shuts off. I would
appreciate and ideas on this, before I dive into it face first. There is gas in the tank. The truck is
fuel injected and the sending units are mounted on the tanks. Thanks for any ideas. Guam52 ,
Jul 1, Joined: Jan 21, Messages: Pontiac , Jul 2, Joined: May 13, Messages: 1. I had the same
problem on my truck. The problem was the wire running from the CPU to the fuel tank was
melted. Joined: Sep 7, Messages: Possible problems that I can think of, assuming the fuel
system is stock: Bad selector switch in the dash. Ground is missing on the tank. The large O
ring that seals the sender unit in the top of the tank also electrically isolates it from the tank and
the rubber straps that hold the tank in place isolates it from the chassis. Originally there was a
small tab on the sending unit that a female electrical connector will slide onto. This is where the
ground for the fuel pump and sending unit is connected. These are notorious for getting
corroded and falling off. Bad fuel pump. A stock 87 fuel system will have a pump in each tank.
Bad cutover device The hose that connects the output of the fuel pump to the metal supply line
going out of the tank has gone bad. Inside the gas tank. This is another frequent problem. If
someone has replaced this hose and did not use a good quality piece of hose it will get soft and
kinda melt away because it is submerged in gas all the time. Fuel pickup screen in the tank is
clogged. I would start by determining if it is an electrical or mechanical problem. There should
be a red wire about 6 inches long coming out of the plug on the bottom of the relay that is not
connected to anything. If you connect a wire from the positive battery post using an inline fuse
about 10 amps or so to this lead, you can run the fuel pump without turning the key on or trying
to start the truck. Much easer and safer way to troubleshoot. Connect this lead up and switch to
the good tank and you will be able to hear the fuel pump running. Now switch to the bad tank, if
you hear that pump running you have a probably have a mechanical problem. Still could be low
voltage caused by a bad connection or flakey switch but I would start looking at the mechanical
stuff at this point. If it is an electrical problem it is somewhere between the selector switch in
the dash and the pump in the bad tank. Don M , Aug 7, Fuel problems in tanks Thanks Don for
your information. I will be working on the truck tomorrow and will let you know what I find. I just
change my electrical oil gauge to mechanical. I took out the sending unit. Could that be tied in
to the system some how to cause this problem? I just received in them mail today a new switch
for the dash and the new swithover unit that goes under the passengers seat. Hope one of these
parts fixes it. Thanks again for any and all info you can give me. On an 87 EFI system you will
have an oil pressure sending unit and an oil pressure switch. The sending unit is located down
by the oil filter and sends an electrical signal to the oil pressure gauge. The switch is on the top,
back of the engine, almost under the distributor. The switch provides power to the fuel pump
once the engine has started and has oil pressure. When you turn the key to start the engine, the
ECM computer comes to life and sends a signal to operate the fuel pump relay, contacts in the
relay close and send 12 volts to the fuel pump. The ECM removes the signal to the fuel pump
relay after about 3 seconds allowing the relay to deactivate. By this time the engine should have
started or spun enough to get oil pressure. Engine oil pressure activates the switch on the top
back of the engine. Contacts in this switch close and send 12 volts to the fuel pump. The
system will stay in this configuration until you turn the key off or the engine looses oil pressure.
The 3 second operation of the fuel pump by the relay is to prime the fuel system, this makes the
engine easier to start. The pressure switch is in the circuit as a safety feature. If you have fuel
line burst or get cut in an accident, the engine will shut down due to the loss of fuel pressure.
With the engine shut down the oil pressure will drop to zero and deactivate the switch, shutting
down the fuel pump. Now you are not pumping out massive amounts of fuel onto hot engine
parts. If you are installing a mechanical gauge you need to replace the sending unit down by the
oil filter, not the switch on the top of the engine. Don M , Aug 8, I first put back in the sending
unit on top of the engine. I used a Tee and now have the sending unit back in the system and
the mechanical oil gauge next to it. I then tried to switch tanks and the right one runs fine but as
soon as I switch the tanks from the dash switch new also the engine begins to slightly stumble,
slight miss. I switch it back and the right one smooths out. I think the next thing I will do is
change the switching unit under the passenger seat by the right tank. I had added some fuel
injector cleaner a week or so back and wondering if that may have stuck the valve. I know I had
a small engine 0 rings swell up on me on my lawn mower. I see if you buy 91 octane it is free of
ehanal. Hope this fixes it. I did not make any difference before I put the sending unit back in
place so I am on to something with you help. I thank you again for your guidence in this matter.
I will owe YOU one. Thanks and I will keep you up dated this week as soon as I do this. I will
check back here to see if you have some tips or things I need to know and follow. Thank Again

Roy. It runs good on right tank and cuts out as i try to change the tanks over. Hope this will fix
it. I was wondering can one clamp the fuel lines off and make this change with out dropping the
tank? And the ground wire is that on top as well? Thanks for any info. Based on what you have
done so far I suspect that you have low fuel pressure coming from the left tank. The pressure
should be somewhere between 9 and 13 PSI. I strongly suspect the small hose that connects
the output of the left tank fuel pump to the metal supply line coming out of the tank has failed.
Unfortunately this is not an easy thing to check out. You must drop the fuel tank or remove the
bed in order to gain access to the top of the tank. I would opt for dropping the tank. Here are
your options from this point: 1. Install a pressure gauge in the system in order to confirm that
low fuel pressure is the problem. There are test kits available that install in place of the fuel filter
that allow you to verify the pressure on the supply line. I have made one up from parts
purchased from the local Home Depot. Drop the tank or remove the bed and check the hose. If
you drop the tank, replace the hose even if it has not failed yet. If you pull the bed, replace both
hoses. As for the one you owe me, Michelob Ultra please. Don M , Aug 10, I'm curious, is pump
power switched through the tank valve? I have a K30 that runs factory dual tanks. I don't have
fuel injection, obviously. I believe the tank valve is a screw motor. As the tank switch is pressed
to seat for the the other tank, the valve switches over to close the fuel port for the previous tank
and open for the selected one. Simultaneously, the contact s for the sender opens for the
previous tank and closes for the selected tank. While the motor is running, have you listened for
fuel pump operation for the bad side, switched to the right tank or to the left? My tank valve
works so-so. While running on one tank and switch to the other, one of three things can
happen: 1 The tank switches and my gauge switches as well. Obviously, at that point, I have to
switch back to the other tank. The electric fuel pump, which I don't have, adds another
parameter and I'm not clear on the logistics. I assume the pump power is switched based on
tank selection as I would be suprised if both pumps would run as only one tank is feeding.
Perhaps my experiences may shed some light on something. Maybe your valve is not fully
switching, like mine. GonicGM , Aug 12, On an 87 with fuel injection the fuel tank selector valve
switches four things, supply line, return line, pump electrical feed, and the gauge lead. Guam52
stated that when he switches to the left tank the engine stumbles and misses. Based on this
statement I think the power for the left pump is getting switched. Stumbling and missing are
signs of low fuel pressure. It seems to be common problem with these selector valves that when
they fail they will continue to switch the supply, pump power, and the gauge lead, but the return
port hangs up blocking the return path to either tank. The electric pump is capable of putting
out over 30 pounds of pressure and with the return path blocked off that stresses all of the
elements in the supply line. Typically the weakest link in the supply line is that small hose that
connects the output of the pump to the metal line that exits the tank because it is submerged in
gas all the time. That hose will split causing a low pressure condition. You can elimate the
selector valve by bypassing it. Replacing the selector valve will correct the return blockage
problem, but you will also have to replace the hose in order the get the fuel pressure up where it
should be. I may be all wet here, could be a weak pump or flakey valve, but I have seen this
problem on a couple of trucks I have messed with. GonicGM, I have never messed with a duel
tank system on a carbureted truck but base on what you have stated, it sounds to me like the
selector valve or the switch is bad. Don M , Aug 12, Fuel switching unit! Some job to! I also
changed the switch on the dash as well. Before the switch under the passengers seat so that
told me something there. As soon as I turned the key on and tried to change the tank the fuel
gauge jumped over to the full level. I drove it tonight for about 5 miles and it was smooth and
gauge was looking good. I will take it for a drive tomorrow and burn up some fuel in the left tank
and see if it is really using it from that tank. If so the gauge will start to drop down. That will be
the next test. But the stumbling has stopped , so maybe the switch was not opening up all the
way. I know that just before all this happened I could see the fuel gauge was slow to move each
time I changed tanks. Now its instant jumps to the next fuel level of the tank I select. Very quick
readings. So I will get back to you tomorrow after my drive and fill up on that tank. Looks good
so far. I thank you very much for all these answers and tips and just your thoughts and
opinions. This is a great place to help us chevy guys out. Wish I could repay you some how!
Thanks Roy. GonicGM , Aug 13, Dual Tank Switching Methods by Years GM used at least three
different tank switching techniques for factory dual tank trucks. I'm unsure or don't remember
how the sending unit swapped. This setup may have been used in , I'm not sure. It was a metal
case valve, self case ground with one wire to it. The dash switch switched everything. The
switch did not have the spring momentary depress like the up. It just clicked to one tank or the
other. The valve was a solenoid. It was either energized or it was not. I do not remember which
tank was default. Anytime the ignition was off, it would switch to that tank, selected or not. If it
was selected to the non-default tank, it would switch back over once the ignition was turned

back on. The sender was actually selected at the switch. If you had a faulty tank solenoid valve,
you would switch to the other tank, the tank would not be physically swapped but the sender
would as the switch was thrown. You would run down the gas till you run out while the gauge
never moved. There were obvious problems with these. Power and ground are swapped at the
switch, valve not self case grounded. The sender swaps at the valve. If the valve doesn't
operate, the sender is not swapped. The fuel gauge will read the tank it is feeding from. The
switches for these are two position with momentary spring depression for each, to momentarily
energize the valve. It is not constantly energized like the back. Without looking at harnesses, I
can't be sure but I believe the had a seven wire connector, two power, two ground, sending unit
return, left sender, right sender, IIRC. I have an 87 harness but don't remember how many pins
the connector was. Its working great now. I got time to use the truck and the left tank gauge
seems to be working. I had not been able to us any gas out of that tank for a while , but now it is
working fine. I changed the switch and the fuel switching valve under the passenger seat. Its
great when you can get help like the guys on here, chip in and share answers and tips. Great
place to have and to use and count on. Hope what I have shared has help someone else to.
Thanks Again Roy. Joined: Jun 14, Messages: I have a problem with my 87 too. My left tank
works and as soon as you flip it to the right tank the truck dies. I replaced the switch in the dash
with a new one from GM didn't change anything. When I switch it from tank to tank the fuel
gauge does change from tank to tank so I don't think the valve is the problem. I personally think
the fuel pump in the right tank is bad I can never heard it when it's selected to right tank. So,
does it sound like a bad fuel pump to you guys too? Pontiac , Oct 10, You must log in or sign up
to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do
you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New resources New
profile posts Latest activity. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Registered
members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Welcome to The Truck
Stop! Your truck knowledge is missing! Registration is FREE , all we need is your birthday and
email. Post your own topics and reply to existing threads to help others out! NO ADS! The site
is fully functional and ad free! Problems registering? Click here to contact us! Forums Engine
Discussions GM 6. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. Diagnosing dual tank balance module. Thread starter Matt
Bachand Start date Oct 6, Matt Bachand Depends on the 6. Anyone with dual tanks having
problems with fuel gauge or the automated balance flow system this may help. This module is
located by the front main lift pump. Slightly toward the rear of vehicle along the frame rail. On
top of this module is a fuel pump balance relay, it turns the rear pump on as needed to transfer
fuel. At the module, you have a harness with 6 wires. If the relay clicked and pump is not
working, connect a test light across the rear fuel pump harness connector and see if you have
power. If lighted, then replace pump, if not lighted replace relay providing you have 12v at
Terminal A. Terminal E- Black with White tracer wire, This is the ground wire for the control
module. Using a test light jump from Terminal A to Terminal E with key on, the test light should
be lit. Terminal F- Purple wire, this wire is the output signal to your fuel guage. Gound this wire
it should read empty, leave this wire open, the fuel guage will go pass full. The fuel pump relay,
which is right above the module, has a wiring harness with 4 wires. They are: Pink Wire is 12
volt from the same source as Terminal A. Light Green wire thicker gage is the feed to the rear
fuel pump. Light Green wire thin gage is the control wire from the module as explained in
Terminal D. GM Guy Manual Trans. We also fill it only when doing partial fills. I have heard about
people having tons of fun with these, so have fun! GM Guy said:. Everything is working as it
should, BUT when I ground the wire to show empty on the gauge it points downward towards
my oil pressure actually interferes with the needle I am keeping a log of the resistance ohms of
each sending unit, and the position the fuel guage reads. I have a feeling my guage is off kilter,
meaning it may be working alright, but it thinks pointing straight down at 40 oil pressure is full,
and works away from there. When I cycle key off and on, it does a few 's before landing
whereever it may. Over the months it went round and round slowly. If I monitor my balance
transfer and the system is automatically xfering the fuel from rear to front. Then all the gauge
reads is the front tanks fuel as the module balances the both. I may end up doing a separate fuel
gauge, however I really don't want to, but I 'm completely out of ideas. I chased grounds,
re-grounded, 2 new sending units.. I followed a couple grounds I feel like I've exhausted my
source for help for the first time in a long while I'm not sure what grounds are inside the
instrament cluster, but I've never been in there I'm not sure what the purple output wire of the
balance module is supposed to output. Is it a direct signal that goes to the gauge? Is it a
resistance signal? You will also need a wiring diagram for your particular vehicle and will need

to determine what the actual problem is with the vehicle. Is the gauge inoperative or inaccurate
or does the vehicle run out of fuel even though there is still fuel in at least one tank? If the
gauge is wrong, you will need to take some measurements at the balance module. The signals
from the sending units to the module and from the module to the fuel gauge are square waves
on this system. The square-wave pattern will be taller, toward volts, with more fuel in the tank
and shorter, toward 0-volts, with less fuel. If you have an open circuit due to a bad sending unit
or a bad ground, you will have a flat volts but no wave pattern. You can check the senders
themselves at the balance-module connector. In both cases, a full tank should result in about 90
ohms and an empty tank should read close to 0 ohms. How do I read wave forms so I can figure
out if the output from the balance module is correct or not, that way I can figure out what side of
the module my problem is at. Fuel Gauge Magnetic fields of two coils moves the pointer of the
fuel gauge. The coils are at right angles to each other. Battery voltage is applied to the E-coil
empty and the circuit divides at the opposite end of the coil. One path continues to ground
through the F-coil full. Another path goes through CKT 30 PPL to ground on single tanks using
the variable resistance of the level sensor in the fuel pump and sender Gasoline or the fuel
gauge sender Diesel. The fuel pump balance module averages the resistance for vehicles with
two fuel tanks. When the tank is low, the resistance of the level sensor is low. A large current
flow passes through the E-coil and the pointer moves toward E on the fuel gauge. When the
tank is full, the level sensor resistance is high, and less current passes through the E-coil, and
the pointer moves toward F on the scale. With two coils operating the pointer, the fuel gauge is
not affected by changes in the system's battery voltage. Grounds for the two fuel tank senders
run directly to G The remainder of the operation is the same as gasoline. A short to ground in
the sender or the wiring provides a fully empty indication. An open in the circuit provides
completely full indication. For dual fuel tank vehicles, the fuel pump balance module does the
following functions: Measures the resistance for both of the fuel senders. Resistance is the
same as single tank units. Averages the resistance and produces an equivalent resistance that
reflects the average level of both fuel tanks. Power to the module, and a change in the input
resistance, produces a change in the output resistance to the fuel gauge. The fuel pump
balance module responds to a very low resistance short to ground in one or both fuel sender
circuits by considering the affected tank s to be empty. A very high resistance open circuit in
either fuel sender circuit causes the fuel pump balance module to produce a zero output both
tanks empty signal to the fuel gauge. Equalizes the level in both of the fuel tanks. Fuel is fed to
the engine from the front primary fuel tank. Energizes the fuel pump balance relay when the
level in the front tank decreases to about two gallons less than the level in the rear secondary
fuel tank. This starts the secondary fuel pump which transfers fuel from the rear tank to the
front tank. When the level in the front tank increases to about two gallons greater than the rear
tank, the secondary fuel pump stops. This then empties the rear tank first. Instrument Cluster
Detail. From what I got now, the purple output wire of the balance module is a balance of the 2
tanks that goes directly to the fuel gauge, so it must be able to be measured in ohms just like
the the senders? The fuel gauge is actually very similar to the senders it seems. I'll try
measuring the ohms of that purple output wire. Anyone know what type of signal fuel gauges
get? Is it resistance? Can see how a ground is critical for afuel gauge to operate. I'm gonna
have to take the dash apart and find a ground for that bad boy. Messages 6, Reaction score
Location Gautier, Ms. Matt I'm in my 98 GM manual now, I don't see any mention as of yet that
you have looked at the balance relay, dirty contacts in it could cause flaky operation. Last
edited: Oct 8, I know the purple wire feeds the gauge out of the balance MODULE, the relay just
runs the rear lp turned on by the module. It is working. I will pull the connections and clean
them however, I was under the impression that the relay was after the module, which takes the
inputs of the 2 senders, and outputs the fuel gauge feed. It will activate the relay if certain
imbalance of 2 tanks. I will try it. I'll be installing my Monomax's then I'll get to it! Messages 16,
Reaction score 9, Location alaska. I think he means the contacts inside the relay not the
connections. I think that after you have checked everything, all that is left is the cluster. I
personally would troll ebay, pick one up for 50 dollars, and give it a try. Good luck! I can wire it
to the front tank sender level All my grounds are spotless, I even cut G, and recrimped it incase
the factory crimp was bad on the spotless shiny terminal. Same thing. I'm just going to get that
glowshift fuel gauge. Its more pricey, but with the free shipping, and included pod, its very close
price to the cheapies, and FAR more attractive and detailed, with a low fuel light to boot. Says a
microprossor stepper smooths the signal out too, so maybe it wont be all herky jerky and only
displays the average over 10 seconds or whatever to be a smooth readout. I'll order it up tonight
and be done with this forever. Glowshift seem like really nice gauges. They look fantastic too.
Seem high quality. Blow all my other guages away. Glowshift You must log in or register to
reply here. Take a moment to drop by The Store and shop our products. If you don't find what

you're looking for, shoot us an email webmaster chevytrucks. We add new items all of the time.
Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. News: ChevyTrucks. Hi, First post here. I have a 79
C20 with dual tanks. The problem is they don't work. What the previous owner told me, since I
just bought the truck back in July is that it is "stuck" on the right hand tank. He found out the
hard way and switched it and it didn't switch. Apparently the switch on the dash switches the
gas gauge, but only that. The gas gauge functions with both tanks. So my question is where do I
start in trying to fix it? Thanks, Joe. It's everything. I have the 87 Silverado also. Most original
owners were notified, and took the trucks in to have it fixed. On the truck I inherited, I still have
documentation on the "fix", which the Chevy mechanics did. Unplugged the relay from the
harness and removed it. Chances are, you might be able to install and plug up a new relay and
both tanks will work if the "disabled" tank pump is still functioning. Be aware that any old fuel
or varnish in the unused,"disabled" tank from the fix will only gum up your fuel system and
destroy the tbi pressure regulator, so if you decide to pursue using dual tanks, you will
probably have to disassemble tanks and clean it thoroughly, as well as blow and clean its fuel
and return lines before even testing it. Grim 82 Senior Member Posts: He has a It won't have fuel
pump relays or a fuel pressure regulator. Give a man a gun, and he might rob a bank. Give a
man a bank, and he might rob the world. Thanks for the help guys, but the darn thing wouldn't
pass our lovely CA emissions, so I have since gotten rid of the sucker. It needed at most a
rebuilt carb and possibily a cat. Side note, there was NO recall on any trucks for the bogus
"exploding" side tanks. Chris Lucas chevytrucks captkaoscustoms squarebody. Quote from:
shufflekidd on September 28, , AM. Yeah okay, maybe in your state there were no issues with
gm dual saddles, but here in Tennessee, i know
cruze diesel forum
suzuki fa 50 manual
2002 pontiac bonneville fuse box diagram
of at least two guys, including my grandfather, who took the trucks in and the gm mechanics
"disabled" the right side tank, saying it was fixed, and they got the buck bonus on possible next
purchase, which neither of them took, as they were not happy with the service they got on the
first trucks. Just sayin! First off how do you think disabling 1 tank would make it safer? They
sent me 2 and I had already sold 1 of the trucks. Quote from: shufflekidd on September 30, , PM.
I thought the issue was side impact crashes and the tank could leak. I don't honk the leak you
should worry about but the fire ball lol. I try not to at least lol. Logged Give a man a gun, and he
might rob a bank. Yeah your info is WAY off here. You think GM would recall a truck and just
say we're going to abandon a tank on you have a nice day? You're misinformed however you
state you have documentation so please provide proof. You say you have documentation so
let's see it please Are you sure you don't honk the leak?

